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7-COURSE RENAISSANCE LUTES 
 

My design           53.5cm   a'A440 8½ frets    11 ribs       Model M 

This is a full-bodied descant lute, a model I use for both 6c and 7c instruments. I have made versions in a variety of 
woods – birdseye, figured and plain maples, ash and plum, usually in a plain style, and I can recommend it for its very 
bright, clear sound. 

After Venere      58.5cm      g'/g#'A440  8⅔ frets   27 ribs                                     Model AA 

An alto lute closely based on the pretty little striped lute by Vendelio Venere, Padua, 1592, in the Accademia 
Filarmonica, Bologna. The back is of 27 plain yew ribs, and it has the full-bodied form of many late renaissance lutes. 
The neck and pegbox of the original are decorated with stripes of ebony, padauk and maple, and I have made both 
similar, (but with ivory lines) and plain versions, with plum necks and pegboxes.  

After Hieber    59.2cm     g'A440     8⅔ frets   13 ribs                                        Model C 

A lute very closely modelled on the well proportioned little instrument by Giovanni Hieber, Venice, c. 1570 in the 
Brussels Conservatoire collection. The original, of figured and plain maple, is quite undecorated, even lacking 
fingerboard points. It has, though, a very pleasing geometry, with quite a generous width of soundboard. I have made 
many versions of this lute, usually in maple, and regards it as one of the best models for an alto lute. 

After Harton   60cm     g'A440  8½ frets    31/15 ribs                                     Model H 

Michielle Harton of Padua was one of the most accomplished lutemakers of the late renaissance, and his well 
proportioned, many-ribbed lute backs were especially finely made. My design is very much in his style, and I often make 
it with his elegant striped neck and pegbox decoration, in bone and ebony or other hard woods. I also make a simpler 
version with 15 ribs. 

After ‘Presbyter’ 60cm     g'A440    8½ frets    9 ribs                                             Model BB 

The original of this design is a simple little lute with 9 fruitwood (possibly apple) ribs, labelled ‘...in Padov…1595’. It 
has come  to be known as the ‘Presbyter’ lute. It was owned by the late Robert Spencer, in 11c form, and is now in a 
private collection in Switzerland, converted back to the more appropriate 7 courses. It is a charming, plain instrument, 
and makes a good model for 6c or 7c lutes. 

After Rauwolf          64.7cm    f'/f’#A440   8½ frets  15 ribs                                        Model MM 

The original of this model by Sixtus Rauwolf, Augsburg is a beautiful 11c lute in a private collection, which I, along 
with Michael Lowe and David Munro, restored to playing condition  in 2003. The body was made around 1590, 
probably as a 7c or 8c instrument, and the lute now has a very well-proportioned Baroque replacement neck made in 
17C. It is widely considered to have an exceptionally fine sound, and can be heard on a recording of Weiss by Jakob 
Lindberg on BIS cd 1524. A large part of this quality probably comes from the great age of the lute, but I find it makes 
an excellent model for various other styles. I use it for 7c and 8c, and for 10c, 11c and 12c versions. The original is made 
of particularly dense and resonant maple, of light figure, and I make it with either maple or yew ribs. 
 



After the ‘small’ Frei      65cm   f'/f#'A440 8½ frets 11 ribs                                       Model Z 

The original of this model is the smaller of the two instruments by Hans Frei, Bologna, probably around 1550 or earlier, 
in the Kunsthistorischesmuseum, Vienna. It has the long ‘pearl mould’ shape mentioned by Thomas Mace in Musick’s 
Monument. This long, slim style was much favoured by the French in the 17C for conversion to 11c lutes, part of the 
appeal being their age and resonance. Frei would almost certainly have made it as a 6c lute, but it is entirely suitable for 
7c use  as well. 

After Venere     67cm      f'A440 8½ frets  13 ribs                                         Model HH 

Vendelio Venere made the original of this famous old lute in 1582 when working for Leonardo Tieffenbrucker in Padua 
– 430 years ago. It is a very elegant 7c tenor lute, and survives as lute C36 in the Kunsthistorischesmuseum, Vienna. It is 
intact apart from replacement pegs, and is a most precious survivor, one of the very few witnesses to the golden age of  
the Renaissance lute. It may well me one of the earliest with a  yew back, and its use of the mid 16C style of wide ribs, 
along with the particular resonance of yew gives it a wonderfully dark sonority when strung in gut. My copies follow the 
original in form and barring faithfully. 

After the ‘Warwick’ Frei 70cm    e'A440     8⅓ frets     11 ribs                                   Model LL 

The beautiful old lute by Hans Frei, Bologna, the body and soundboard dating from the first half of the 16C, is one of the 
treasures of Warwick County Museum. It survives in 11c form, the decorated neck having been added in the 17C.  Its 
design  is the long Bologna pattern, with a strongly formed cross section, and I find it the most perfect of all the 
surviving  lutes in this elongated style of the golden age. It would have been made as a 6c tenor lute. 

My design after Tieffenbrucker  71.2cm    e'A440    8½ frets   17 ribs                            Model L 

I have designed  this lute in the elliptical, full bodied style of the 1609 Magno Tieffenbrucker lute in the Bardini 
collection, Florence. The original has 37 heart and sapwood ribs of yew and it works well, aesthetically and acoustically, 
with 17 ribs. It can be made also as an 8c or 9c lute, and a fuller discussion of it is under the 9c version, for which I 
originally made the mould. 

 
  


